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In the early twelfth century, Donizo, an Italian monk, wrote a life of Countess Matilda of 
Canossa.2 He began by celebrating Matilda’s ancestors, including an account of how after the 
death of Matilda’s father Boniface in 1052, her mother Beatrice ruled the march of Tuscany: 
  
 Who can narrate how prudently his [Boniface’s] wife 
held honours after his end, living 
twice ten years and five completed after him.    
Towns, castles, the march and her own land 
Countess Beatrice held, governed rightly.3 
 
To Donizo, Beatrice’s status as a countess and her ability to rule a territory 
independently as a widow needed no particular justification. Contemporary documents reveal 
more of Beatrice’s government, including her presiding over placita (judicial proceedings). 4 
Yet three centuries before a woman like Beatrice would not been called ‘countess’, nor would 
she have been found governing a county or march. This article will explore how the changing 
political culture of Carolingian and post-Carolingian Europe allowed countesses and 
duchesses new opportunities for rule. 
 Let us start by considering what is meant by ‘political culture’. Gabriel Almond, who 
first coined the term, was a sociologist, working in the tradition of Max Weber and Talcott 
Parsons.  Almond defined political culture as the ‘particular pattern of orientations to political 
action’ in a political system,5 and explained the three components of this: 
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the first is perception, or cognition; the second is preference, involvement, or affect 
(cathexis); the third is evaluation or choice through the application of standards or 
values to the cognitive and affective components. By cognition is meant the 
knowledge and discrimination of the objects, events, actions, issues, and the like. By 
cathexis is meant the investment of objects, issues, etc., with emotional significance, 
or affect. By evaluation is meant the manner in which individuals organize and select 
their perceptions, preferences, and values in the process of establishing a position vis-
à-vis political action.6 
 
Although Almond was working within a Weberian understanding of political systems 
in which the state is seen as holding a monopoly of legitimate violence, he believed that the 
same methods could be used to study politics in ‘simpler societies’.7 He also saw political 
action as key, arguing that research on political systems needed to focus on ‘empirically 
observable behavior’; simply looking at legal or ethical norms was insufficient.8  Political 
culture, therefore, rather than focusing on the traditional hard nuts and bolts of political 
systems, like constitutions and institutions, investigates the more intangible ‘squidgy bits’ in 
between, the ideas and practices that keep the system moving. I want to use Almond’s 
concept of political culture to think about the actions of one particular type of medieval 
political actor: aristocratic women. 
 
Scholars’ views of such women have changed substantially over the last thirty years. 
Amy Livingstone has critiqued the traditional historiography, in which any medieval women 
who exercised power was regarded as exceptional. As she points out, before 1990 it was 
rarely acknowledged that ‘it was common and accepted for aristocratic women to hold courts, 
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resolve disputes, mete out punishments, make proclamations, have clients, be patrons, 
command men, or hold office’.’9 
 
In contrast, more recent studies of politics in the central Middle Ages have repeatedly 
demonstrated aristocratic women wielding power in these ways.10  Kimberley LoPrete talks 
of ‘lordly women’, women who acted in the same way as any male lord.11 Yet the focus of 
recent research has been on the eleventh and twelfth centuries, especially in France. I want to 
go further and ask when such wielding of power by aristocratic women first appeared in 
western Europe. 
Carolingian comital women 
This article will look at countesses (and duchesses) in the Carolingian empire and the polities 
succeeding it (France, Germany, Italy, the Low Countries and Catalonia).12 However, this 
immediately raises the problem of identifying countesses.13 The word ‘comitissa’ first 
appears in authentic documents in 865 and only becomes common in the tenth century.14 I 
will therefore begin by looking at the activities of the wives, widows and daughters of 
Carolingian counts up to around 887. I will refer to these women as comital women, as an 
analogy with Kimberley LoPrete’s ‘lordly women’. 
 
A complete analysis of such women is impossible; there are thousands of surviving 
eighth and ninth-century charters, many referring to counts and their relatives.15 Yet the main 
reference tools for Carolingian counts are revealing: a number of prosopographies of 
Carolingian officeholders exist, but these say little about the wives and daughters of these 
men.16 This is not due to any bias by the compilers; in many cases our sources give us few 
details about these women. 
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Those Carolingian comital women about whom we are informed have a variety of 
roles that are political in the widest sense, as five examples from different regions show. The 
first comes from 764, when Willeswind and her son, Count Cancor, founded the monastery of 
Lorsch in the Rhineland and gave it to their relative, Bishop Chrodegang of Metz. Matthew 
Innes argues that it may have been Willeswind’s backing that was the determining factor in 
the monastery’s success.17 Indeed, the foundation charter of Lorsch is in her name, donating 
land she inherited from her father, Count Adelhelm. Willeswind’s family were connected to 
the dukes of Thuringia, as reflected in Cancor’s brother being called Turincbert.18 Another 
female relative had previously co-founded a monastery in Mainz.19  
 
 Women like Willeswind are familiar political actors in Francia from the seventh 
century onwards: inheritors of property, whose marriages connected together noble families, 
and who used monasteries to solidify and protect their family power and memory. We can 
see a similar woman in the late ninth-century Vita Liutbirgae.  Gisla was the daughter of 
Hessi, a Saxon count and married to another count, Unwan. She founded two monasteries and 
placed one of her daughters over each one; she also carried out other good works, including 
the building of churches.20 Gisla continued to manage her property as a widow; it was during 
one of these trips that she met the young Liutbirga in a convent and persuaded her to come 
and live with her.21 On her deathbed, Gisla not only explained to her son Bernhard how great 
an inheritance she was leaving him, but ‘demanded’ of him that he would protect his sisters 
and Liutbirga and take Liutbirga’s advice.22 Gisla shows us an active comital woman, 
managing her family’s resources and well able to get what she wanted. 
  
Another tiny vignette comes from the chronicler Regino from 881: during a Frankish 
siege of a Viking troop camped in the royal palace of Nijmegen, ‘Eberhard Saxo, son of 
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Count Meginhard, was caught by the enemy and taken prisoner; his mother Evesa later got 
him back unharmed by paying a large sum.’23 By 885 Eberhard was a count in Frisia 
himself;24 unfortunately, we know no more about the activities of the redoubtable Evesa.25 
She clearly, however, was not only wealthy, but able to command and direct the use of this 
wealth herself.  
 
A fourth example of a political woman who was both the wife and the daughter of a 
count is Engeltrude, the daughter of Count Matfrid of Orléans and the wife of an Italian count 
called Boso.26 At first sight, Engeltrude’s actions in running away with her lover, Wanger, a 
vassal of Bodo, might seem personal, rather than public. Yet this marital dispute became an 
immensely public one: Engeltrude gained support from King Lothar II of Lotharingia and 
some of his churchmen, while Boso sought help from successive popes and had the matter 
discussed at several Frankish councils. Engeltrude never returned to her husband and 
probably managed to pass on some of her property to her bastard son.27 She shows us a 
comital woman able to manoeuvre successfully between multiple sources of power. 
 
Finally, there is Dhuoda, the wife of Bernard, Count of Septimania, famous for the 
handbook she wrote for her teenage son William.28 As Janet Nelson and Régine Le Jan have 
shown, this handbook is not simply the ‘private’ work of a mother. Dhuoda had been a 
courtier and she wrote as someone who knew how to win friends and influence people. Her 
intended audience was not only William himself, but probably also William’s contemporaries 
at court, including Charles the Bald.29 
 
Carolingian sources thus show us a number of politically powerful comital women; 
yet there are also noteworthy gaps in their activities related to the specific military, 
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administrative and judicial roles of Carolingian counts.30 Firstly, with one possible exception, 
I have not so far found such women participating in or leading warfare.31 Indeed one 
capitulary, instructing Carolingian counts in raising the host, specifically assumes that their 
wives would not take part: the count must take his men with him, but is allowed to leave two 
of his ‘housed men’ with his wife.32 Secondly, although royal women and abbesses are 
sometimes mentioned as having their own armed followers (vassi, fideles, homines), non-
royal laywomen are not shown as holding such men.33  
 
Thirdly, there is no evidence of non-royal women presiding over court judgements 
before the year 900, although a handful of queens and empresses did so.34 The negative 
evidence we get from Dhuoda is also interesting. She describes herself as carrying out 
‘service’ to Bernard in the Spanish March during his absence35 but says very little 
specifically to William about how to be a judge, a topic discussed in some detail by other 
Carolingian writers of lay mirrors.36 Finally, comital women are not shown acting as regents 
for underage sons. In fact, sometimes the sources explicitly state that rulers redistributed a 
dead count’s honores to men other than his relatives.37  
 
Carolingian women, therefore, were probably excluded from some activities 
particularly associated with counts and dukes. In addition, what we can observe of such 
women’s family consciousness is often not specifically linked to comital offices, as seen for 
example, in the changing references to Willeswind in Lorsch sources. In the chronicle part of 
the Codex Laureshamensis, written around 1170, Willeswind is called a religiously-
consecrated woman, the mother of Cancor, the ‘illustrious count of the Rhinegau’, and the 
widow of Count Rupert.38 In the text of the original charter within the chronicle, however, 
Willeswind does not refer to Rupert, but describes the donation as made by ‘I, Willeswind, 
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consecrated to God and my son Count Cancor’, for the remedy of their souls.39 Indeed, there 
is no reference to Rupert in any of the charters mentioning Willeswind.40Willeswind states 
that the villa of Hagenheim she is donating came to her ‘by law, from the share of my father, 
Adelhelm by name’, but there is no mention of Adelhelm having been a count.41 
 
Eight years later, in 772, after the deaths of Willeswind and Cancor, a dispute 
between Cancor’s son Heimeric and Lorsch was brought before Charlemagne. The abbot of 
Lorsch explained how the ‘grandmother of this Heimeric, Willeswind by name, and his father 
Cancor’ had transferred the monastery to the ‘lord Archbishop Chrodegang’.42 Here again, 
comital titles have disappeared and the memory of the family is sharply limited.  
 
It is also worth looking at Dhuoda’s Liber manualis, whose memorialisation of 
William’s family has often been stressed.43 Dhuoda urges William to pray for Theoderic, his 
godfather, probably William’s paternal uncle and the count of Autun; Dhuoda herself 
describes him only as ‘the lord Theoderic’.44  When she tells William about other relatives 
for whom he is to pray, she gives only a list of names.45 This is despite the fact that some of 
those listed previously held high office, such as Bernard’s father, Count William of Toulouse. 
Dhuoda wants William to pray for those of his father’s relatives who have left him property, 
but their previous titles appear irrelevant.46 
 
Tenth-century countesses 
It is instructive to compare Carolingian comital women with countesses in tenth and 
eleventh-century Spain and southern France. Such women are often specifically called 
countesses: the title is first documented for Berteiz, the widow of a Count of Toulouse in 865 
and is regularly used in Catalonia after 885.47 These countesses continued to carry out 
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traditional female political activities, such as donating to and managing monasteries.48 In 
addition, however, they also performed new activities, such as acting as regents for underage 
sons. Countess Ava of Cerdagne-Besalú, for example, was widowed in 927. In 941 she was 
still being called countess and making donations at the head of her three sons, Wifred, Oliba 
and Miro, two of whom were by now counts themselves.49 
  
These comital women now also presided over judicial assemblies, as Jeffrey Bowman 
has discussed. His earliest example is from 927, where Countess Ilduara Eriz (Aldara de 
Celenova), her husband Gutierre Menéndez and her son presided over a dispute.50 Around the 
year 1000, Countess Ermessenda of Barcelona repeatedly presided over such assemblies.51 
Slightly further north, Agnes, duchess of Aquitaine, convened a placitum in 1044.52 Such 
countesses might also have their own men: for example, the record of an oath survives from 
the 1040s in which a certain Amat swears fidelity to Countess Elisabeth, the wife of Ramon 
Berenguer I of Barcelona.53 Countess Ermessenda took part in military campaigns against al-
Andalus.54 
 
As well as completely new kinds of activity, such as making conventiae (sworn 
agreements) and holding castles,55 comital women were thus carrying out political activities 
that appear in the Carolingian sources only as performed by men. The obvious question is 
whether this difference represents changing documentation, regional differences in women’s 
activities or a genuine political change. 
 
It is unlikely that the difference is purely due to changes in documentary practice.  
Several hundred eighth and ninth century placita survive, so we could expect to see some 
comital women as judges, if their numbers were comparable to lordly women’s presence in 
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eleventh century records.56 Similarly, we could expect to see at least some Carolingian 
sources showing comital women acting as regents. 
 
The question of a possible regional difference is more complicated, especially when 
using Spanish evidence. There are fewer than a hundred charters from Catalonia before 850 
and thousands from the tenth century;57 in contrast, some of the great Carolingian centres of 
charter production, such as Fulda, have a sharp drop in documents in the tenth century.58 
 
Nevertheless, there is evidence of change beyond Spain and Mediterranean France. 
The term ‘comitissa’ appears in late ninth-century and early tenth-century texts in a number 
of different regions, including in necrologies from Gorze, Verdun, Auxerre, Paris, Rheims 
and Fulda.59 It is also possible to see new roles for comital women in other regions in the 
tenth and early eleventh century.  
 
In northern Italy, by around 1050 a countess like Beatrice of Canossa could rule a 
territory and there are earlier examples of women carrying out comital functions. In the 
cathedral of Lucca, an inscription commemorates Bertha of Tuscany, who died in 926, as a 
countess.60 Bertha has a wider political role than earlier comital women, including writing to 
the Caliph in Baghdad.61 (None of the few letters by or from comital women from the 
Carolingian period carry out international diplomacy).62 Liudprand of Cremona’s hostile 
account of Bertha describes her not only as an malign influence on her husband Adalbert II, 
margrave of Tuscany, but as retaining her political role after his death in 915 and able to 
control a number of castles.63 
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Meanwhile, Bertha’s daughter, Ermengard, the wife of Adalbert I, margrave of Ivrea, 
is shown as having vassi in a judgement from 927, while a charter from 924 describes her 
(along with Boniface of Spoleto) as royal consiliarii.64 Liutprand claims that after Adalbert’s 
death Ermengard had ‘primacy in all Italy’.65 Nor was Ermengard the only comital woman in 
tenth century Italy with her own vassi.66 
  
There is parallel evidence for comital and ducal women in the Ottonian and Salian 
empires. After the death of Duke Henry I of Bavaria in 955, his widow Judith acted as regent 
for her underage son, Henry II (the ‘Quarrelsome’).67 Similarly, in the late tenth century, 
Beatrice, the widow of Duke Frederic I of Upper Lorraine, acted as regent for her young son, 
as well as playing a leading role in diplomacy between the Ottonians and French rulers.68 In 
the late tenth century, Judith’s daughter Hadwig, the widowed duchess of Swabia is described 
as holding a ‘colloquium publicum’ and some royal charters refer to her as ‘dux’. 69 
 
From the tenth century, comital women also sometimes carried out military roles. A 
letter from Gerbert of Aurillac in 985 urges Matilda, wife of the captive Godfrey I, Count of 
Verdun to continue to defend the couple’s castles rather than making a peace treaty with the 
French.70  Adele of Hamaland married Count Balderic of Drenthe and was accused of the 
murder of the Saxon count Wichman Billung III in 1016. According to one account, she 
continued to defend the castle of Upladen when it was attacked in revenge for Wichman’s 
death, even after her husband surrendered.71   
 
Noblewomen and power 
What we can see in the sources, I would argue, is an expanded range of possible 
actions for comital women in the tenth and eleventh centuries as well as a new representation 
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of them as countesses and the descendants of counts. How does this fit with the existing 
historiography of medieval women’s power? One of the main paradigms is still that 
suggested by Jo Ann McNamara and Suzanne Wemple in a classic article from 1973.72 This 
contrasts an early medieval period seen as marked by no distinction between ‘public’ and 
‘private’ power, in which women could exercise many forms of power through family 
connections, with an eleventh and twelfth century in which the reconstitution of some of the 
institutions of public power led to the exclusion of women from power.73 McNamara later 
claimed that the entire gender system destabilized in the late eleventh century, with powerful 
women being replaced by ‘ungendered’ men in public life.74 Yet this idea of a decline in the 
power of noblewomen and queens after 1100 has increasingly been called into question by 
historians.75  A number of researchers have also demonstrated that thinkers in the Carolingian 
period did have a clear concept of a public sphere.76 
  
Another long-lasting paradigm of women’s opportunities in the period before the year 
1000 was provided by Suzanne Wemple’s Women in Frankish Society. Wemple contrasted 
the ‘decentralized’ societies of the Merovingian and post-Carolingian periods, in which 
women were active in political and cultural life with a Carolingian world in which ‘women of 
the aristocracy faced a decline in the number of social opportunities available to them.’77 
 
However Wemple’s contrast is hard to sustain for lay noblewomen. The evidence 
from the Merovingian period for specifically comital women is fragmentary, but does not 
suggest that such women were more politically active than they were under the 
Carolingians.78 The appearance of new activities by comital women in a variety of different 
post-Carolingian polities, from the Ottonian empire to more-or-less independent Catalan 
counties also makes ‘political decentralization’ unlikely to be the key factor.   
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A more useful analysis comes from Régine Le Jan, who first pointed out the 
significance of the appearance of the term comitissa in the late ninth and early tenth century, 
as one of several changes in the ideology surrounding the count’s wife.79 She saw this change 
as inspired by Carolingian churchmen’s model of conjugality, which stressed marriage as a 
moral, emotional and material community, and made the marital bond into a true 
consortium.80 Le Jan also argued for a practical change coming from this new status, with 
comital wives more able to participate in the management of the couple’s goods, as reflected 
in the increased appearance of wives’ consent to their husband’s donations.81 
  
Le Jan suggests several ideological and political reasons for a wider acceptance of this 
conjugal model in the late ninth century. She first mentions the influence that developing 
practices of Carolingian queenship had on the idea of a countess. As she points out the term 
comitissa itself is inspired by the parallelism of rex/regina.82 Ninth century changes in 
Frankish ideology concerning the king’s wife have often been discussed;83 indeed, Janet 
Nelson sees changes already with Bertrada, the first Carolingian queen in the mid-eighth 
century.84 Le Jan also links the appearance of ‘comitissa’ with the use by counts of formulae 
such as ‘ego gratia Dei comes’, although there are considerably earlier examples of this 
phrase.85 
 
As well as these ideological changes, Le Jan also sees wider changes in family 
structure. These include the marriages of the elite becoming more homogamous, with both 
spouses equally noble.86   And from the 880s, Le Jan sees an increasing move among many 
noble families to organise their lineages around the direct transmission of particular offices.87 
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Some of Le Jan’s suggested factors for the changing position of comital women look 
more plausible than others. An emphasis on conjugality and the conjugal couple as the basic 
unit of society has now been traced back to Roman times.88 Moreover, an ideology of 
conjugality is entirely compatible with notions of ‘separate spheres’, in which women can be 
excluded from official political roles, even while providing extensive political support and 
advice behind the scenes. Overall, it seems unlikely that lay acceptance of the Carolingian 
ideology of marriage in itself would have allowed political opportunities for comital women 
in early tenth century Catalonia and Italy that had not been available for Dhuoda in the 840s. 
 
In addition, while the model of Carolingian queenship was important for countesses, 
the differences should also be noted. As the term ‘queenship’ itself suggests, Carolingian 
queens had an official and institutional position within the kingdom. They were mentioned in 
capitularies and political tracts and might be ceremonially consecrated or crowned.89 In 
contrast, I am aware of no early rituals, laws or political theories that deal with the role of the 
countess.  
 
It is also hard to be sure how much homogamy in terms of status did increase in the 
tenth century. Merovingian sources already often stress the ‘nobility’ of both spouses in a 
couple.90 Since our principal eighth and ninth-century sources for the wives of counts 
(charters and necrologies) infrequently mention their fathers, it is difficult to be certain of 
their social status, although their names often suggest membership of elite families. In 
contrast, from the tenth century onwards, it is increasingly possible to be more specific about 
the origins of such women.91 In other words, it may be that a new textual emphasis on 
mentioning comital lineages simply reveals already existing high levels of homogamy. 
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 Le Jan’s point about the new organisation of lineages around the direct transmission 
of particular offices seems to me the key factor. Her vision of this is not the simple contrast 
developed by Karl Schmid and Georges Duby between the supposedly large, diffuse and 
undifferentiated structures of kinship characteristic of the early Middle Ages and more 
tightly-defined patrilineages visible in the central Middle Ages.92 Le Jan instead argues for a 
model of post-Carolingian families marked by a regional focus, mobilising all family 
members to reinforce a central area of control and expand it.93 (This contrasts with a 
Carolingian situation where wide and interlocking kinship ties allowed highly-placed 
individuals more freedom to choose a particular side in a conflict and/or relocate to gain 
honores.)94 
 
Studies of family consciousness confirm such changes. Constance Bouchard argues 
that the model of a patrilineal family, stressing male line descent, was first created by the 
Carolingian court in the late eighth century and gradually taken up by the highest aristocracy 
during the ninth and tenth century.95 Although such a patrilineal model focused on men, it left 
room to recall the illustrious background of the wives who married into the lineage. In 936, 
for example, Richildis, viscountess of Narbonne, described herself in a charter as ‘Richildis, 
viscountess, daughter of Count Borell and daughter of the deceased countess Garsinda.’96 A 
charter from Piacenza in 1002 records a donation by ‘Count Lanfranc son of the deceased 
Riprand, also count and his wife Berta, daughter of the marchio of good memory Adalbert.’97 
Both statements seem to me a long way from the self-descriptions of Willeswind or Dhuoda.   
 
We also have evidence of a tenth-century change in how counties were acquired and 
transmitted. Although Dhuoda was noble and her husband Bernard held high office, her hope 
for William is that he might please Charles the Bald enough to gain honores.98 Throughout 
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the Carolingian period we see preferential access by members of a few families to comital 
office rather than direct inheritance.99 Such a pattern was encouraged by the influential 
courtier and moralist, Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims, who in 882 wrote a treatise on 
government, De ordine palatii. Advising the young king Carloman on how to restore palace 
institutions, Hincmar says: 
  
I know no-one to be now alive from those who were seen at the time of the lord 
emperor Louis [the Pious] as palace administrators and governors of the kingdom. Yet 
I know that sons were born from their nobility for the benefit of their fathers, although 
I do not know their character and qualities...To the extent of their merit, let them fill 
the places and offices of their fathers.100 
 
Father-son holding of office is envisioned here, but mediated through the king’s 
choice of a worthy successor. In contrast, in 990, Adelaide, the widowed viscountess of 
Narbonne, explicitly bequeathed the viscounty to her son.101 Office here is seen as personal 
property, rather than coming from royal appointment. The corollary of that was that there was 
no obvious reason while such personal property could not be inherited and held by women. 
 
Conclusion 
The changed position of countesses in the tenth and eleventh century was not an automatic 
consequence of political fragmentation or ‘decentralization’. Nor was it due to new 
institutional structures of ‘countess-ship’ or laws. Instead, we see a changed political culture 
in Almond’s sense of a ‘particular pattern of orientations to political action’. Cognition, 
cathexis and evaluation were bound up together to produce new opportunities for comital 
women’s political actions. In terms of cognition, the wives of counts were categorised 
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differently by 1000 (as seen in the new term comitissa); the investment of emotion in such 
women’s comital status is seen both in their own charters and the writings of an author such 
as Liutprand. Finally, such perceptions and feelings were combined with a new 
understanding of office-holding, leading to a re-evaluation of countesses as fit persons to 
carry out particular political roles, as seen in Donizo’s description of Beatrice. I would argue 
that such re-evaluations by contemporaries were crucial for countesses’ ability to carry out 
new activities. After all, a countess (like any male holder of an honor) could only act as a 
regent, preside over a dispute or organise military action if her authority was accepted by 
those around her and her orders and decisions regularly adhered to. 
 
All this suggests that we may need to revise further our existing models of changes in 
medieval noblewomen’s power. It also shows the usefulness of ‘political culture’ in exploring 
political change, as an alternative to a focus either on individuals and political factions or on 
structural changes to laws and institutions. It encourages us to look for ‘patterns of 
orientation’ and thus broaden our view beyond supposedly ‘exceptional’ personalities. A 
political culture approach, with its focus on ‘politics in action’, allows us to explore more 
fully not only well-documented societies, but also periods and places, such as tenth century 
Western Europe, which have few sources of legal evidence or political theory. By studying 
the changing meanings and emotions attached to particularly political institutions, it can also 
help us understand how concepts such as ‘countess’ (or ‘sovereignty’) can abruptly take on 
new and charged political significance. A full understanding of politics, as has become 
apparent in 2017, requires a deep engagement both with the political culture and with the 
wider social culture in which it is embedded. 
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